




Anyone who knows the Australian rock band Stone Circle knows their singer Jeremy Harry Harris. A Stone Circle member is also in the    

line-up for "Kings Of Time".  

Craig Skelton is responsible for additional keyboards and choir singing. The songs were recorded in Casa Joyce’s, Holguin, Cuba. Okay,     

exceptions prove the rule here too, as the drums were held in the Holguin Theatre and all vocals in Perth. Cuba is something of a second 

home for Jeremy Harry Harris, who “consistently travelled to Cuba to perform his music live in 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019,  

utilizing musicians from the Cuban based band Mephisto as his backing band”.  

Black Metal Mephisto members Alex 'Mole' Jorge (bass) and guitarist Fabian Rodríguez are part of the "Kings Of Time" line-up. Six songs 

were composed by Stone Circle. The music for four songs comes from Reinier Martínez Rodríguez. Jeremy Harry Harris wrote the lyrics for 

this. "Go & Fly" is an original composition.  

The song "Northern Lights" comes in a double pack. The bonus track edition moves from an approximately five-minute, diversified version, 

which pleases with slightly lower guitar sounds, a six-string that is spicy at times, good Jeremy Harry Harris vocals and a serene interlude 

with great piano runs towards the eight minute mark. Here we are greeted by the splash of water and the screeching of seagulls. The 

spherical intro somehow does not bode well and the accompanying instruments take over this mystical atmosphere, which is well            

positioned. Then there is something warmed up, so to speak, because many decisive changes are nil. So the joy about the bonus track is 

limited. 

The present record comes out of the starting blocks with "Breathe", rocking loosely. 

Rock has a date with hard rock and despite a relaxed interlude and a nice electric guitar solo, the number moves in well-known genre       

coordinates. 

In addition to the second version of "Northern Nights", the title track "Kings Of Time" is also one of the longer pieces. In large format, this 

number, again put on paper by Stone Circle, represents an  almost orchestral pick-up. The information sheet mentions Queen among the 

influences. In no way congruent, of course, but on this track the curtain of the British rock band opens. 
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After a little Rock’n’Roll resonates in “Get Back Up”, “Break Your Heart” is at most on a hard rock seahorse level, “When The Walls Come 

Down” and its choir singing are further ahead. 

There's a lot of Stone Circle on "Kings Of Time". Real highlights cannot necessarily be identified. This Jeremy Harry Harris album kind of just 

floats with the river of rock. 

Stone Circle fans may be excited and need to have this album. Other rock fans are advised to do their research before making a purchase.  

Stay healthy and make time to enjoy good music as a distraction. 
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Kings Of Time 

Track 1.  Breathe 

Track 2. Sister 

Track 3. Kings Of Time 

Track 4. See You See Me 

Track 5. Go & Fly 

Track 6. Get Back Up 

Track 7. Sold Me Out 

Track 8. Skeletons 

Track 9. Break Your Heart 

Track 10. Northern Lights 

Track 11. When The Walls Come Down 

Track 12. Tomorrow Never Comes 

Track 13. Nothing Without You 

Track 14. Find My Way Home 

Special Bonus Track. Northern Lights Extended Intro Version 
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